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Medley Productions Services & Equipment Hire 2015

Below is offered a brief outline of the bulk of what is offered. We also provide Bands, Marquees, Fencing, Toilets
and everything else an event might require by way of third party contractors and still at very reasonable cost

Solar Power Provision
 Up to 12KW of solar can be divided across the 5 solar rigs. These can be used across a site or all together. Units
may be used in conjunction with bio-diesel generators to save on fuel and maximise efficiency and cost savings.

The total power available is enough to run most small events with ample headroom.

Solar power provides a flexible and affordable solution to event power requirements, and is wonderfully silent and
also carbon neutral. We power whole events, or stages, lighting, venues, and also smaller services such as

gateways, woodland lighting, stalls, cafes, offices and other facilities.

Roundwood Flag Poles with giant handmade flags ~
Enormous 24 to 28ft poles. 9ft flags, smartly hand dyed in rich organic

colours.

Scaffold Flagpole extensions, with giant handmade flags ~ 
A quick décor solution which bolts into existing scaffold poles, adding height and a beautiful flag

Bunting, tassle & giant tinsel ~ Colourful handmade bunting in many colours

Arena Lighting Festoon ~ White LED 
Strings of 220vAC LED white lights for

above pathways, under trees etc, inside
stalls. Functional, pretty, economical to run.

Typically 1000w to light a 2000 person
event.
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Other Decor & Lighting;
DMX LED Parcans, spots and floods, various UV,

Ropelights ~ various colours, LED texture lights.  Motion
sensing security lights, worklights, toilet lights. LED

security torches. Marquee & venue lighting and lots more

Nomad Solar Stage / Cinema
PA systems for 1000 or 100 audience,  LED lighting, projectors,
various backdrops and stage builds. All top grade kit and crew.

Swing-boats
We have a wonderful set of Juvenile Swingboats. 12 kids can

have fun at any one time!
A five boat 1920's Adult set may also be available this season;

please enquire.

http://medleyproductions.co.uk/Swingboats4Hire.html
http://www.medleyproductions.co.uk/Lighting.html
http://www.medleyproductions.co.uk/Nomad-Stage.html


Geodesic Domes  
5 available. 25ft / 7.5m diameter with wooden frames
and white canvas covering, red and azure blue also

available. Carpets and silk liners also available. These
are great as bars, talk spaces, cinemas, small stages,

workshop areas, party tents and many other uses

Other tents & structures

A pretty Indian top 
20ft diameter 

          

    Bedu style shelters
5 available, in a number of colours, also a variety of linings

We can also bring Mud-ready 4x4 vehicles and trailers

If you need anything not listed above please email us

http://www.medleyproductions.co.uk/Geodomes.html

